The Professional Poster Program is an opportunity for you to present your research, results, case study, and/or thought leadership to a diverse group of scientific professionals who are actively involved in the discovery, development, and lifecycle management of pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, medical devices, and healthcare-related products.

**TOP 5 REASONS TO PRESENT YOUR POSTER AT DIA 2024**

1. Posters allow you to get feedback on ongoing research, projects, and thought leadership. Whether your work is in its early stages or completed, you will benefit from discussions with other researchers in the same field.

2. Network with other attendees and have an impartial discussion of your work with people from around the globe, across the drug development continuum.

3. Posters are a great way to disseminate your work, especially if it falls within a narrow field of specialization.

4. If your field of research/interest is not featured prominently in our program, a poster is a great way to bring your content to a wide, interdisciplinary audience.

5. Gain the skills and confidence to present your work in a dynamic fashion to an audience of your peers.

**ELIGIBILITY**

Individuals eligible to submit a professional poster include post-doctoral scholars, medical residents, fellows, students who are employed full-time, and full-time professionals whose affiliation is consistent with the mission of DIA.

**AUTHORS MAY SUBMIT THEIR ABSTRACT TO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING EDUCATIONAL TRACKS**

- Clinical Safety and Pharmacovigilance
- Clinical Trials and Clinical Operations
- Data and Technology
- Medical Affairs and Scientific Communication
- Patient Engagement
- Translational Delivery Technologies and Precision Medicine
- Project Management and Strategic Planning
- R&D Quality and Compliance
- Regulatory
- Regulatory CMC and Product Quality
- Statistics and Data Science
- Value and Access
- Professional Development

**TOPICS TO CONSIDER**

- Adaptive pathways
- Advanced analytics
- Biosimilars
- Clinical trial design
- Clinical trial design for special populations
- Comparative effectiveness research
- Differential pricing
- Diversity, equity, and inclusion
- Early access schemes
- Emerging technology in product development
- Evaluation and validation of patient-reported outcomes (PROs), including instrumentation
- Evidence generation
- Health economic evaluation
- Health economic simulation modeling
- Health Technology Assessment (HTA)
- Innovative processes or findings in pharmaceutical quality and/or CMC
- Innovative trial design
- Managed entry agreements
- Multi-criteria decision analysis
- Patient preferences
- Personalized medicine
- Post-market evidence generation
- Real-world data and real-world evidence
- Selection and analysis of surrogate endpoints or composite endpoints
- Value assessment
- Wearables and digital endpoints

**ACCEPTED POSTER PRESENTERS RECEIVE DISCOUNTED REGISTRATION RATES**

The presenting author will receive a 10% discount* off their registration to the in-person DIA 2024 Global Annual Meeting.

*The discount will be applied to the presenting author’s registration category, is nontransferable, and cannot be combined with other offers.

**POSTER SUB-CATEGORIES TO CHOOSE FROM**

- Thought Leadership Poster: Based on expertise and perspective in an industry, offers unique guidance, inspires innovation and influences others
- Research Based Poster: Summarizes information or research and concisely conveys study objectives, methods, findings, and implications
- Case Study Poster: Provides real-world context and enables the learner to see how the concepts presented in the poster apply in real life

DIAglobal.org/DIA2024
ABSTRACT SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS

Helpful hint! Plan your submission separately and in advance by using this abstract form. Read a sample Poster abstract.

• Go to DIAglobal.org/Abstracts
• Click "DIA 2024 Call for Professional Poster Abstracts"
• Log into your DIA account or create new account
• Complete all required fields to submit abstract

REQUIRED FIELDS (TO BE SUBMITTED ONLINE)

Abstract Title (125 characters including spaces) Titles should briefly describe the focus of the abstract and accurately reflect the content of the abstract.

Track/Interest Area Select the track that suits your poster’s subject/topic.

Keyword (Maximum 100 characters including spaces) Provide one or more keywords to associate with your abstract. Keywords provide additional search parameters for accepted abstracts within the online program. Examples of keywords: Personalized Medicine, Health Technology Assessment, Clinical Trial Agreements.

Objective (Maximum 300 characters including spaces) Provide a one sentence statement of the objective of the abstract.

Method (Maximum 300 characters including spaces) When, where, and how was the study or research done? What materials were used or who was included in the study or research?

Results (Maximum 2000 characters including spaces) What quantitative data was collected; what answer was found to the research question; what did the study find; was the tested hypothesis true?

Conclusion (Maximum 2000 characters including spaces) State what can be concluded from the abstract and its implications.

For questions about the Professional Poster Program, please email AnnualMeetingProgram@DIAglobal.org

GENERAL SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS

(Please read the following instructions carefully, as incorrect or incomplete abstracts will not be considered.)

• All abstracts must be submitted online at DIAglobal.org/Abstracts.
• The title reflects the abstract content accurately and concisely.
• All poster presentations must be noncommercial and scientific in nature and may not be used as a marketing opportunity. Any mention of specific products or and/or services must be limited to generic names, with no inclusion of brand names in any area of the poster, including poster titles and/or handouts. Logos and advertising may not appear anywhere on the poster.
• Research Based Posters must be original in research and include appropriate empirical evidence.
• Research Based Posters must include data, i.e., research results and conclusion for consideration.
• Preliminary/pilot data is acceptable.
• Only one author is to be identified at the time of submitting the abstract. This author will be the lead regarding all communications related to the submission.
• If accepted, author must be able to travel to San Diego, CA USA to present the poster. Please refer to DIA’s Health and Safety Policies.
• If an abstract is accepted, the primary author is required to pay the applicable meeting registration fee.

REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION FOR ALL ABSTRACTS

• An author can submit more than one abstract but may only represent one poster. Co-authors are welcome to register for the meeting and present subsequent accepted poster(s).
• All abstract authors must disclose any significant financial interest or other relationship with the manufacturer(s) of any commercial product(s) and/or providers of commercial services discussed in an educational presentation, as well as any discussion of unlabeled or unapproved drugs or devices. If you are proposing an abstract on behalf of the author, as the submitter you will not be asked to disclose. However, should the abstract be accepted, the author will be informed that he or she must respond to the Participant Disclosure to participate in the Annual Meeting Program.
• All submitters and authors must agree to the DIA Speaker Authorization for Use of Presentation Materials in order for the abstract to be a part of the Annual Meeting Program.

IMPORTANT DEADLINES

Monday, September 18 | Call for Professional Posters Opens
Wednesday, March 6 | Call for Professional Posters Closes
Week of March 25 | Abstract Notifications Sent

DIAglobal.org/DIA2024